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19 Revenues excludes GRI, ACA, and other
revenues.

20 Other revenues are Order No. 636 transition
costs and take-or-pay costs.

21 Revenues excludes GRI, ACA, and other
revenues.

22 Other revenues are Order No. 636 transition
costs and take-or-pay costs.

23 The respondent’s Dth of gas reported would not
be adjusted for discounting.

24 Operating revenues excludes GRI, ACA, and
other revenues and includes reservation and usage
charges.

25 Other revenues are Order No. 636 transition
costs, take-or-pay costs.

26 Operating revenues excludes GRI, ACA, and
other revenues and includes reservation,
deliverability, injection, and withdrawal charges.

27 Other revenues are Order No. 636 transition
costs, take-or-pay costs.

28 Operating revenues excludes GRI, ACA, and
other revenues and includes reservation and usage
charges.

29 Other revenues are Order No. 636 transition
costs, take-or-pay costs.

Revenues From Transportation of Gas of
Others Through Transmission Facilities
(Account 489.2)—Pages 302A, 303A,
and 304A

In the proposed new Revenues from
Transportation of Gas of Others Through
Transmission Facilities Schedule, the
pipeline would have to report its
revenues by state of delivery and by rate
schedule. The pipeline would have to
report for both the current and previous
year its revenues,19 GRI revenues, ACA
revenues, other revenues,20 and total
operating revenues, along with its Dth of
gas delivered. The Commission believes
that this reporting reflects the current
unbundled environment’s emphasis on
transportation for others.

Revenues From Storage of Gas of
Others—Pages 302B, 303B and 304B

In the proposed new Revenues from
Storage of Gas of Others schedule, the
pipeline would have to report its
revenues by rate schedule. The pipeline
would have to report for both the
current and previous year its revenues,21

GRI revenues, ACA revenues, other
revenues,22 and total operating
revenues, along with the Dth withdrawn
from storage.

The Commission believes that this
proposed schedule will provide the
information needed with respect to
unbundled storage to obtain a good
description of the pipeline’s activities in
the unbundled environment.

Residential and Commercial Space
Heating Customers and Interruptible,
Off-Peak, and Firm Sales to Distribution
System Industrial Customers—Page 305

The Commission proposes to delete
this page because it is not needed for
Commission regulatory purposes.

Sales of Natural Gas—Pages 306
Through 309

The Commission proposes to change
the title of this schedule from Field and
Main Line Industrial Sales of Natural
Gas to ‘‘Sales of Natural Gas’’, to revise
instruction 1, and the information
required, and to delete continuation
sheets on pages 308 and 309.

The proposed new schedule will
include all sales information on the
schedule. The pages when revised will
require respondents to report all sales
by customer in Dth rather than Mcf
(column (c)), by point of delivery

(column (b)), and with total sales
revenue from the customer (column (d)).
The Commission also proposes to
eliminate current instructions 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, and 8 and current columns (b), and
(d)–(m) because that detailed
information is no longer needed for
Commission regulatory purposes. Pages
308 and 309 are proposed to be deleted
because they are continuation pages and
are no longer needed with electronic
reporting.

Sales for Resale—Natural Gas (Account
483)—Pages 310 and 311

The Commission proposes to delete
this schedule because it is not needed
for Commission regulatory purposes.

Transportation Dth and Revenues—
Pages 312 and 313

The Commission proposes to replace
the schedule ‘‘Revenue From
Transportation of Gas of Others—
Natural Gas (Account 489)’’ (pages 312
and 313) with ‘‘Transportation Dth and
Revenues’’, ‘‘Storage Dth and
Revenues’’, and ‘‘Gathering Dth and
Revenues.’’

In the proposed new Transportation
Dth and Revenues schedule, the
respondent would have to list annual
Dth of Gas delivered by state of delivery
by rate schedule by customer.23 The
respondent would have to report its
deliveries separately to interstate
pipelines and to others. The respondent
would no longer have to set forth the
distance the gas was transported in
miles. In addition, the respondent
would have to report operating
revenues,24 GRI revenues, ACA
revenues, other revenues,25 and total
revenues by state of delivery by rate
schedule by customer.

Storage Dth and Revenues—Pages
312(a) and 313(a)

In the proposed new Storage Dth and
Revenues schedule, the respondent
would have to list annual Dth
withdrawn from storage by rate
schedule by customer. In addition, the
respondent would have to report
operating revenues,26 GRI revenues,
ACA revenues, other revenues,27 and

total revenues by rate schedule and by
customer.

Gathering Dth and Revenues—Pages
312(b) and 313(b)

In the proposed new Gathering Dth
and Revenues schedule, the respondent
would have to list annual Dth of gas
delivered by state of delivery by rate by
customer. In addition, the respondent
would have to report operating
revenues,28 GRI revenues, ACA
revenues, other revenues,29 and total
revenues by rate of delivery by rate by
customer.

Revenues From Natural Gas Processed
by Others (Account 491)—Page 315

The Commission proposes to replace
Mcf with Dth in column (b).

Other Gas Revenues (Account 495)—
Page 316

The Commission proposes new
schedule ‘‘Other Gas Revenues (Account
495)’’ for the reporting of a variety of
other gas revenues, such as revenues
from dehydration and gains on
settlements of imbalance receivables.

Exploration and Development Expenses
(Accounts 795, 796, 798) (Except
Abandoned Leases, Account 797)—Page
326

The Commission proposes to delete
this schedule because it is not needed
for Commission regulatory purposes.

Abandoned Leases (Account 797)—Page
326

The Commission proposes to delete
this schedule because it is not needed
for Commission regulating purposes.

Gas Receipts—Page 327

The Commission proposes to revise
instruction 5 to require the providing of
the total quantity and cost data for gas
supplied by shippers on lines 12, 13,
and 14. The Commission proposes to
add line 11 as a heading, ‘‘Gas Received
From Shippers Included in Accounts
800–805,’’ line 12, ‘‘Gas Received From
Shippers as Fuel’’, line 13, ‘‘Gas
Received From Shippers As Lost and
Unaccounted’’, and line 14, ‘‘Total
(Enter Total of Lines 12 and 13).’’ The
Commission also proposes that gas
purchases in column (b) and average
cost in column (d) be reported in Dth.


